a n a ly s i s Gene expression involves inherently probabilistic steps that create fluctuations in protein abundances. The results from many in-depth analyses and genome-scale surveys have suggested how such fluctuations arise and spread, often in ways consistent with stochastic models of transcription and translation. But fluctuations also arise during cell division when molecules are partitioned stochastically between the two daughters. Here we mathematically demonstrate how stochastic partitioning contributes to the non-genetic heterogeneity. Our results show that partitioning errors are hard to correct, and that the resulting noise profiles are remarkably difficult to separate from gene expression noise. By applying these results to common experimental strategies and distinguishing between creation versus transmission of noise, we hypothesize that much of the cell-to-cell heterogeneity that has been attributed to various aspects of gene expression instead comes from random segregation at cell division. We propose experiments to separate between these two types of fluctuations and discuss future directions.
Random births and deaths of individual molecules can produce substantial fluctuations in low-abundance components that spread through reaction networks and produce large variation even in high-abundance components. The same principles apply to cell division. Segregation of molecules is always probabilistic to some extent [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and the resulting partitioning errors between daughter cells can cause persistent fluctuations in all dependent processes. The observed fluctuations in RNAs and proteins thus arise both from gene expression and partitioning errors ( Fig. 1) , but how much comes from either source? Genome-scale studies that compare noise levels for different genes [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] or measure the distribution of transcripts or proteins 10, 12 have supported the same overall conclusions as the many in-depth analyses that vary expression parameters 13, 14 : gene activation, transcription and translation are noisy processes, and the observed heterogeneity is well explained by models that disregard or idealize partitioning. Here we extend the mathematical models to separate fluctuations that arise at cell division from fluctuations that arise during the cell cycle, allowing us to examine how much of the observed fluctuations attributed to gene expression instead may be explained by partitioning errors.
RESULTS

Partitioning errors mimic expression noise
In the most commonly used stochastic gene expression model, a component Y (for example, an mRNA) is produced at a constant rate, a second component X (for example, a protein) is produced at a constant rate per Y molecule, and each X and Y molecule has an independent and exponentially distributed lifetime (see Online Methods for details). For mathematical simplicity, the effects of cell growth and division are approximated by considering non-growing cells 15 , in which all components decay at a higher rate, which essentially replaces dilution with additional degradation. The squared stationary coefficient of variation in X then follows the equation
where τ x and τ y are the effective average lifetimes that account for both dilution and true degradation, and <…> denotes average over all population. This summarizes several of the main effects emphasized in the stochastic gene expression literature (where expression bursts correspond to special parameter combinations 16 ) and can be extended to similarly account for other sources of upstream fluctuations 17 .
Several models [18] [19] [20] have also explicitly considered growth and division in which molecules segregate binomially between the two daughters, typically following the approach introduced in two landmark studies in the 1970s (refs. 18,19) . The normalized variance then increases by a term Q x 2 = 1 / 〈x〉 T , upon cell division, where Q x is the partitioning error between daughter cells (Box 1). However, cells could achieve more ordered segregation and thus reduce Q x , whereas disorder in the segregation machinery, such as clustering or aggregation into vesicles and organelles, can instead increase Q x greatly. For many types of mechanisms, the partitioning error is expected to follow Q x 2 = A / 〈x〉 T , where A is a phenotypic proportionality constant that depends on the particular mechanism (D.H. and J.P., unpublished data). For example, molecules that form pairs that are then split up between the two daughters 17 have Q x 2 = A / 〈x〉 T , with A < 1, where the exact value of A depends on the details of pair formation, whereas molecules that form clusters often have Q x 2 = A / 〈x〉 T with A > 1. Effective clustering is common in eukaryotes and possibly also in bacteria, where several of the main molecular machineries appear to be localized in the cell. By extending the model above to additionally account for growth and division with Non-genetic heterogeneity from stochastic partitioning at cell division , where S and U represent tendencies of randomization and correction of copy numbers that depends on time in the cell cycle and half-lives of the two components but are independent of synthesis rates (Online Methods). Note that the first two terms only reflect variation that arises from probabilistic birth and deaths during the cell cycle and the second two terms only reflect the variation from partitioning errors at cell division. For binomial partitioning, where A x = A y = 1, cancellations between the terms in S plus U conceal whether the variation originates in partitioning errors or birth-and-death noise, and the models instead demonstrate how the total variation depends on the abundances of mRNAs and proteins.
(1) (1) This simple result has remarkable consequences for interpreting the previously reported experiments in noise on single cell heterogeneity. The most common strategy for analyzing the sources of gene expression noise is to modify the rates of gene activation, transcription or translation and compare the changes in the variances to the predictions from stochastic models. For example, if most of the protein fluctuations came from random transcription of a rare mRNA, then doubling the transcription rate would double the average number of mRNAs and halve the normalized protein variance. However, as seen in equation (1), if all fluctuations instead came from segregation, while transcription and all other aspects of gene expression were entirely noise-free, the exact same outcome is expected; doubling the transcription rate would still halve the normalized variances (Fig. 2a) because the partitioning error would be proportionally smaller. The same is true for the many studies that measure averages and variances for many different genes under several different conditions; the observed scaling that is typically attributed to stochastic gene expression follows naturally from random segregation as well. This is not an artifact of failing to synchronize the population with position in the cell cycle, but rather, this observation holds true within each age class of cells. Measurements across imperfectly synchronized populations instead mix up effects of random fluctuations with systematic differences between cells of different ages. This creates non-zero variances regardless of abundances, and thus apparent 'noise' terms that are independent of synthesis or degradation rates, mimicking the effects of extrinsic noise sources 14, 16 . Some extrinsic noise sources have also been traced back 14, 16 to stable repressors present in low numbers, where partitioning errors again would produce the observed scaling even if the gene expression mechanisms were nearly deterministic. Even detailed experiments on stochastic gene expression that systematically modify gene expression parameters and compare changes in variances to stochastic models do not separate between fluctuations that arise in gene expression from the effect of partitioning errors. Changes in the genetic sequences affect rates, changes in the rates affect abundances and changes in abundances tend to affect the gene expression noise and partitioning errors in the same way. 
Box 1
Stochastic changes in abundances in growing and dividing cells are described by probabilistic chemical reactions during the cell cycle combined with a statistical rule for partitioning of molecules at cell division. For arbitrary nonlinear, multivariate and cell-cycle-dependent dynamics, the state vector of
in reaction k, where s is a vector of integers corresponding to the net change of the reactions and r k is the rate, that is, the probability of reaction k occurring during an infinitesimal time interval. This results in a chemical master equation, from which the corresponding averages Kx i L and covariances
The averages and covariances at the beginning of generation g + 1 can then be calculated from the values at the end (time T in the cell cycle) of generation g: (B1) (B1) (B2) (B2) a n a ly s i s
Partitioning errors can account for copy number distributions
Variances measure the width of a distribution in a single number, whereas the full shape of the distribution, in principle, contains much more information about the underlying process. However, researchers in most previous experimental studies have been reluctant to use higher-order statistics to test models, such as the skewness or the tails of distributions, because they are less robust to unknown measurement errors or slight mistakes in the model assumptions. For example, if cell age and size are imperfectly measured or if a slight cell-cycledependent synthesis rate is unaccounted for, this typically has a much greater effect on the skewness than the variance because the former is a third-order rather than second-order statistic. To test whether distributions could be used to infer stochastic mechanisms even if all the problems with such techniques could be resolved, we considered the hypothetical extreme, where mRNAs and proteins segregate binomially at cell division, but synthesis and degradation during the cell cycle are approximated as deterministic so that every cell produces and degrades an average amount conditional on the abundance in each newborn cell (Online Methods). The resulting distribution was then compared to predictions from models where transcription, translation and degradation were stochastic but which ignored partitioning errors. Notably, the resulting histograms were practically indistinguishable from a negative binomial distribution (which can be approximated by a gamma distribution in certain continuity limits 10 ) even when measuring levels across perfectly synchronized cells. This distribution has been predicted in several stochastic gene expression models, observed in many experiments 10, 12, 21, 22 and used to infer the dynamic parameters of gene expression 10 (Fig. 2b) . The intuitive reason for this is that the shape of the distribution depends not only on low-number stochastic effects, which are not so different for partitioning errors and probabilistic births and deaths, but also on the rate functions, for example the fact that mRNAs make proteins and that proteins often decay more slowly than mRNAs. Allowing for non-binomial partitioning, more complicated expression mechanisms or other sources of upstream fluctuations provide even more degrees of freedom and make it even more difficult to infer the sources of fluctuations. Distributions thus cannot be used this way to reliably discriminate stochastic gene expression from partitioning errors.
Partitioning errors can generate fluctuating time series
It is tempting to assume that time series data, for example, tracking GFP abundances during growth and division, would directly test whether fluctuations originate from partitioning or from synthesis and degradation. But even if the two daughters received equal amounts of GFP molecules during each division and the levels of GFP molecules change randomly during the cell cycle, all fluctuations could still be created at cell division. The reason for this is that GFPs present in high enough abundances to be reliably tracked over several generations may still fluctuate greatly, but the fluctuations would then reflect the randomizing impact of upstream factors, for example, mRNA of GFP, not spontaneous partitioning errors or probabilistic births and deaths of the protein itself. Such transmitted noise always propagates gradually over time because the affected systems cannot respond immediately to parameter changes. Partitioning errors in an upstream component in the network can thus appear like synthesis or degradation noise in a downstream component. Because different types of noises spread with different time constants and can affect downstream components in opposite directions, a seemingly meandering concentration trajectory during the cell cycle could be purely triggered by fluctuations arising at cell division (Fig. 2c) . We previously showed that systems with different nonlinear control mechanisms 16 or with different distributions of waiting times between events 23 can produce very different fluctuations but still produce exactly the same experimentally observed features and hence cannot be separated by the most commonly used experiments. Here we show that it is not merely the detailed features of stochastic gene expression that cannot be determined in this way, but that there is in fact no way of using such observations to plausibly conclude that these fluctuations originate in gene expression at all, despite the excellent fits observed. We illustrate this for variances (Fig. 2a) , distributions (Fig. 2b) and time series (Fig. 2c) . The biological consequences of such fluctuations, whether randomizing key processes or providing advantageous heterogeneity, may be similar regardless of where they originate but have at least one potentially important difference: partitioning errors typically introduce uncorrelated deviations in all cellular components at the same time, which potentially perturbs the dynamics more than many smaller deviations spread out in time.
Control or turnover can increase impact of partitioning errors
Cells could, in principle, correct partitioning errors after they arise, either using closed-loop feedback control that boosts synthesis in the daughter cell that receives too few copies or through open-loop mechanisms that simply set the half-lives such that deviations are short-lived. For all other scenarios, mRNAs are made at constant intensities, degraded exponentially and independently partitioned at cell division and a stable protein is produced with constant intensity per transcript. Circles correspond to an average burst size of 4.4 and independent protein segregation. Squares correspond to clustered protein segregation with an average of 13 proteins per vesicle and a Poisson distributed number of vesicles with an average value proportional to the number of proteins and all other reactions are modeled as deterministic. Triangles correspond to independent partitioning of proteins and deterministic reactions during cell growth. (b) Bars correspond to a model in which mRNAs and proteins are made deterministically during the cell cycle and then discretized and independently partitioned at cell division. The distribution is fitted to a negative binomial (line) that is expected from commonly used stochastic gene expression models. (c) Protein time-series for a simplistic model including a protein, its unsaturated protease and the two corresponding mRNAs. All synthesis and degradation reactions are approximated as deterministic and discretized, and heterogeneity is only created through independent partitioning errors (Online Methods) that eventually are transmitted to protein levels. The assumptions about deterministic effects in a-c are of course physically unrealistic and included only to demonstrate the fits even in extreme cases. 
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But closed-loop noise suppression is highly non-trivial at the molecular level. Production and degradation processes inevitably create lags and delays along the loop, which can destabilize the dynamics and instead increase fluctuations. Most molecular control systems must also rely on intermediate species that are made in a small number of probabilistic reactions and therefore can randomize the response 24, 25 . Both types of challenges are particularly severe when suppressing partitioning errors; because new errors arise during each cell cycle, they must be effectively corrected on a time scale of a fraction of a cell cycle to meaningfully reduce the heterogeneity. The relative durations of lags and delays are then long in comparison (destabilizing the dynamics), and the number of intermediate chemical events integrated over the effective time scale of control is low (randomizing the response). Segregation also introduces large deviations to both higher and lower abundances. A system controlling synthesis rates may efficiently correct the down fluctuations as well as prevent the synthesis machinery from creating up fluctuations, but the up fluctuations caused by partitioning errors would rely on dilution and degradation to be gradually eliminated. A system controlling degradation faces the opposite challenge and cannot rapidly eliminate down fluctuations generated by partitioning errors. Efficiently correcting partitioning errors thus requires both synthesis and degradation control, whereas fluctuations arising from random births and deaths, in principle, can be efficiently suppressed by either one.
In any real system, a myriad of challenges combine to determine the exact effect of control, and in many cases, negative feedback would increase rather than decrease fluctuations by randomizing or destabilizing the response. These principles are long established in control theory-it was mathematically analyzed how negative feedback can be destabilized by delays 26 more than half a century before Cannon first coined the term 'homeostasis' in biology 27 -and cannot be done justice here, but a simple illustration of one such challenge is shown in Figure 3a .
Open-loop control can instead supposedly reduce the impact of partitioning errors by decreasing the half-life of the components and thereby ensure that any post-segregation shortage or surplus is shortlived 28 . But this apparently straightforward strategy also has serious caveats. First, shorter lifetimes require proportionally higher production rates to maintain the same abundance, and many macromolecules are too metabolically expensive to produce at high rates, at least at a genome-wide scale, as a large fraction of the cell consists of RNAs and proteins. Second, and more counter-intuitively, decreasing half-lives will not necessarily reduce the total effect of partitioning errors, even when comparing for the same average abundance. Apart from being exposed to fluctuations in the degradation machinery, components with short half-lives merely adjust rapidly to the quasi-steady states set by the current parameters for synthesis and degradation. If these parameters fluctuate over time, for example due to random segregation of upstream factors in the network, short-lived components are more susceptible to respond whereas long-lived components 21 can 'time-average' out some of the noise. For example, consider cases where a long-lived transcription factor 29 segregates randomly, creating fluctuations in transcription rates from cell to cell. The abundance of a transcription factor-regulated mRNA is then randomized both by the segregation of the mRNA itself and the segregation of the transcription factor. A short mRNA lifetime reduces the impact of the first source of error but then amplifies the impact of the second (Fig. 3b) . A short-lived transcription factor would not have this effect but would fail to randomize gene expression because of time-averaging effects. Reducing half-lives may thus increase the effect of segregation errors, increase the metabolic burden of cells and could potentially affect a component's dynamic response to stimuli in negative ways.
Experiments on partitioning errors versus gene expression noise
Is the strong focus on stochastic synthesis rather than on degradation or partitioning well motivated considering the results from existing experiments? There are effectively three groups of studies:
1. Segregation studies report a wide range of partitioning errors for organelles, including independent partitioning of endosomes 30 , lysosomes 30 and Chlorella 31 and ordered partitioning of carboxysomes 32 , mitochondria [33] [34] [35] , Golgi vesicles 36 and chloroplasts 37, 38 . Macromolecules have been less studied, but several reports suggest that mRNAs are partitioned binomially or in a mildly disordered manner 21 , whereas the segregation of at least one fluorescent protein in Escherichia coli showed 39 Q x 2 = A / 〈x〉 T . 2. In the stochastic gene expression literature, a few studies of simple model systems in E. coli have directly tracked the production of molecules with single-molecule accuracy 21, 40, 41 and have shown exponential time intervals between birth events.
3. Numerous in-depth studies have measured the overall variation across the population 7, 8, 13, 14 . By testing how the width of the distributions changes with the rates of gene activation, transcription and translation, these studies confirmed predictions from accompanying stochastic models. Yet other studies have used natural differences between different genes to survey how the variation correlates with Figure 3 Partitioning errors are difficult to effectively correct during the cell cycle. (a) Negative feedback can exacerbate the effect of partitioning errors. First we consider an open loop system where component w is synthesized at a constant rate, components x and y are synthesized at constant rates per w and x molecule, respectively, and all three components are degraded exponentially. Synthesis and degradation reactions are modeled as deterministic, and independent partitioning of each component is the only source of randomness. The negative feedback model system is identical, except that the synthesis rate of w is downregulated by y according to a negative Hill function, with a Hill coefficient of three (Online Methods). As the half-life of y relative to the cell cycle time increases, the closed-loop system exhibits noisier behavior of x than the open loop. The average abundances of each species are kept the same for the open and the closed loop system and for all half-lives by changing the synthesis rate constant of w. (b) The total effect of random segregation can increase with shorter half-lives of the components. The mRNA fluctuations originating from segregation, assuming that a stable transcription factor is made at a constant intensity and that the mRNA birth rate is proportional to the number of transcription factor molecules, where both transcription factor and mRNA molecules segregate independently. The CV is evaluated halfway through the cell cycle, with 5 transcription factors and 25 mRNAs per average newborn cell. As the mRNA half-life relative to the cell cycle time increases, the randomizing effect of its own segregation (green) increases, but the transmitted fluctuations from random transcription factor segregation (red) instead go through a maximum and then decrease. Shorter lifetimes can thus increase the contribution of random segregation to the population heterogeneity (purple). See Online Methods for derivations and details. Contribution of a n a ly s i s average expression rates, covering much of the genome 11 and measuring distributions under numerous different growth conditions 9 . Several studies have thus directly measured substantial partitioning errors, a few have directly measured birth-and-death noise, and the overwhelming majority of studies have measured the total heterogeneity across cells and indirectly inferred the sources of fluctuations by fitting models. This third group has almost indiscriminately been claimed in support of the stochastic gene expression hypothesis because the results fit gene expression models ignoring partitioning, whereas equation (1) and Figure 2 show that the results fit equally well to partitioning models that ignore gene expression noise. How can such issues be settled? Our results show that even a noisy time series during the cell cycle can be entirely caused by partitioning errors because the effects of such errors are transmitted gradually over time and single molecule accuracy is required to identify the effect of probabilistic births and deaths. Dual reporter methods 14 , though highly useful for other purposes, are also unable to separate between these two types of fluctuations; partitioning errors in the extrinsic factors contribute to the extrinsic noise and partitioning errors in the intrinsic components would tend to contribute to the intrinsic noise. However, although measuring noise levels as a function of synthesis rates cannot distinguish how fluctuations arise, these measures still suggest which component introduces spontaneous low-copy fluctuations. Once such a component is identified, it could potentially be labeled and monitored over time through cell division to determine the relative importance of births and deaths versus partitioning errors. For example, if the normalized variance in GFP abundance decreases proportionally with the rate of transcription but is largely unaffected by translation, the next step in the analysis is to monitor the corresponding RNA in single cells. Fortunately, single cell methods are becoming increasingly quantitative 12, 14, 21, [40] [41] [42] [43] , and it is only a matter of time before these matters can be routinely settled.
DISCUSSION
Numerous studies have sought to identify the molecular sources of non-genetic heterogeneity in cells or to characterize the transmission, suppression or exploitation of fluctuations. Most such results have been interpreted in light of mathematical models that ignore or idealize partitioning errors at cell division, and for good reason-the added algebraic complexity of accounting for non-trivial segregation in growing and dividing cells easily conceals other principles and prevents effective analysis. Most results and conclusions from those analyses will also hold regardless of the biological source of the fluctuations, and approximations are often necessary to make real progress. However, for one of the most central challenges of this approach-determining the mechanistic origin of fluctuations-such realism is key.
Our results show that fluctuations arising from random segregation at the cell division stage is difficult to suppress and that it closely mimics gene expression noise. But what fraction of the fluctuations reflects either process? If molecules were made, degraded and partitioned as independent units, the randomness introduced by degradation and segregation would be 33-75% of the total variance, depending on the time in the cell cycle (Online Methods). If the half-life is comparable to the cell generation time then segregation and degradation contribute similarly, while for the many stable organelles, proteins and even many RNAs, segregation dominates entirely.
A closer inspection of synthesis and degradation at first seems to upset this picture. Both processes can produce much more fluctuations than expected from independent reactions, though degradation has been understudied, for example due to burst-like events or extrinsic noise sources. However, it is important to distinguish between processes that merely pass on fluctuations to downstream components and the 'prime movers' that spontaneously generate fluctuations due to the probabilistic nature of low-number processes 44 . For example, a burst-like translation is simply a special case of noise transmission where the prime movers are low-abundance mRNAs or active genes. The same is true for extrinsic noise sources, which often reflect spontaneous random events elsewhere in the cell. For each such spontaneous random upstream process, the noise can again be broken down into probabilistic synthesis, degradation and segregation, much like that described above. Though much noise is transmitted through synthesis and degradation, the same fraction may thus still originate in random segregation.
Notably, the reverse is typically not true; segregation in clusters or vesicles can greatly increase the partitioning error regardless of synthesis or degradation noise. A substantial part of the disorder in synthesis and degradation thus originates in random segregation, whereas disorder in segregation typically reflects spatial heterogeneity rather than randomness in synthesis and degradation. The asymmetry leads to a remarkable conclusion: from first principles, we may well expect that random segregation, including its indirect effects, can be as great a source of noise as gene expression and possibly even much greater. This may seem unorthodox in the light of the extensive canon of literature on stochastic gene expression and cellular heterogeneity, but consider the foundations of that canon and our counter-arguments:
1. Numerous studies have demonstrated that cellular fluctuations depend on transcription and translation rates, as predicted from models of stochastic gene expression. Here we show that these studies are equally consistent with all fluctuations arising at segregation instead, because the changes in the kinetic parameters of gene expression have the same relative effects on the fluctuations coming from partitioning errors.
2. Synthesis is often disordered or bursty, producing more fluctuations than a simple Poisson process for independent events, whereas partitioning errors often seem to follow binomial statistics and independent segregation. Here we show that the disorder transmitted through synthesis or degradation may originate in random segregation of upstream elements, whereas partitioning can be disordered by spatial effects without stochastic synthesis or degradation.
3. It seems that cells could simply eliminate the effect of partitioning errors by correcting perturbations after they arise or by decreasing the half-life of the molecules. Here we show how difficult such strategies are to implement effectively and how easily they could have the opposite effect.
These results do not rely on controversial assumptions but rather on eliminating mathematical approximations when evaluating the experimental literature on both gene expression and cell division. There is still every reason to believe that stochastic gene expression is of fundamental importance in cells (few chemical mechanisms could avoid producing fluctuations at low numbers), but the extent of the stochasticity is still largely unknown. Testing the hypothesis that partitioning errors are behind much of the observed heterogeneity will be challenging, especially because many results that appear to favor one hypothesis in fact equally favor its opposite, but it is also of fundamental importance to quantitatively characterize these processes in single cells.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturegenetics/.
